Molecular dynamics simulations of compressive yielding in cross-linked epoxies in the context of Argon theory
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**A B S T R A C T**

Molecular dynamics simulations are performed to study compressive yielding behavior of epoxy-amine cross-linked polymer networks in the low temperature glassy state. The simulations show a sharp drop in stresses after the elastic regime which was identified to occur due to the activation of wedge disclinations. For the first time in literature, both the chemistry and geometry (critical segment length, angles, bond torsions) involved in the molecular mechanism of compressive yielding have been measured. We analyze these results in the context of the Argon theory which is based on a linear elastic model of wedge disclination. The kink distance calculated using this simple theory gives a surprisingly good match to the results seen from the complex molecular simulation. The yield stress versus temperature predictions of Argon theory are directly compared with molecular simulation results. Finally, the use of Argon theory for extracting yield stresses at quasi-static strain rates from high rate molecular simulations is investigated.

© 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Properties of Epoxy-based thermoset polymers can be tuned towards a variety of applications from stiff binders in fibers for aircraft structures to loose gels for biological membranes. Investigation of the physical origin of such versatile properties is of value in developing polymer networks with multifunctional properties such as superior energy dissipation, impact resistance and adhesion. Glassy epoxies undergo a well-defined yielding behavior under compressive loading. The observed Arrhenius form of exponential temperature dependence of the deformation rate at constant stress prompted early theoreticians to employ viscous flow theory of Eyring (1936). In Eyring’s theory, yielding occurs by coordinated flow of molecular segments under the application of stress. However, the theory failed to predict the observed dependence of yield stress with temperature. The theory of Robertson (1966) had many similarities with the theory of Eyring. Robertson also proposed that the yield mechanism was due to increased fluidity under applied stresses although the particular mechanism employed was the conversion of molecules at low energy trans state to a high energy cis state. The model accounted well for the temperature dependence of yield stress around the glass transition temperature but failed at lower temperatures.

Subsequently, attempts were made to understand yield behavior in polymers using ideas from crystal plasticity approaches in metals. Li and Gilman (1970) and Gilman (1968) postulated that deformation occurs by localized coordinated slip rather than by homogeneous shear as in viscous flow theories. In particular, Gilman identified defects in glassy materials in the form of dislocations (involving partial chain displacement) and disclinations (involving chain twisting and kinking). Two separate theories were derived from these ideas: Bowden theory (Bowden and Raha, 1974) and Argon theory (Argon, 1975; Argon, 1973; Argon and Bessonov, 1977), relying on yielding driven by dislocations and disclinations, respectively.
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Bowden’s theory assumed that yielding starts as a shear patch made by a continuous distribution of dislocations. This model accounted well for the temperature and strain rate dependence of the yield stress closer to glass transition but did not satisfactorily predict yield stress at lower temperatures. Argon noted that disclinations play a larger role in yielding of amorphous polymers. Of the two types of disclinations (chain twisting and chain kinking) proposed by Li and Gilman (1970), Argon chose kinking disclination to be the activating mechanism for yielding. Argon theory performs best at low temperature glassy conditions and has been used to successfully interpret the yield behavior of a large number of epoxy thermosets in Refs. Lee (1988), Yamini and Young (1980) and Cook et al. (1998).

A concise review of molecular theories of plastic deformation in amorphous polymers can be found in Stachurski (1997). During the derivation of these theories, researchers did not have the tools needed to measure or simulate behavior at molecular length scales. With the advent of molecular models and accurate interatomic potentials, it may now be possible to directly visualize molecular mechanisms of yielding. In the case of metallic (crystalline) materials, molecular simulations have allowed detailed study of defect (dislocation) nucleation (Spearot et al., 2007; Kang and Cai, 2010) or structure (Weinberger, 2011; Xu et al., in press). Unlike crystalline metals, epoxies have an amorphous structure and the process of building such complex cross-linked molecular configurations with realistic properties is challenging and is being currently addressed by several researchers (see review in Knox et al. (2010)). In addition, molecular dynamics involve high strain rates (\( > 10^4/s \)) that are seldom seen in many industrial applications. In order to reconcile molecular dynamics results with real experiments, it is important to study strain-rate scaling laws. Of particular interest in this work is the yield behavior at low temperatures where Argon theory has been the most successful. Argon theory proposes a highly localized yielding mechanism that can be tested using MD simulations. In this work, For the first time in literature, molecular dynamics has been used to visualize the yielding mechanisms in cross-linked epoxies and to interpret the molecular parameters involved in Argon theory. Results from Argon theory are then compared with the yield-stress versus temperature predictions obtained from molecular simulations. The utility of Argon theory for extracting the yield stress at quasi-static strain rates from high rate molecular simulations is also investigated. The yield stress obtained from molecular dynamics is then compared to the experimentally measured yield stress (Heinz and Wiggins, 2010) (at quasi-static conditions) recently reported in literature.

2. Technical approach

For this study, a common epoxy was employed: Di-Glycidyl Ether of Bisphenol A (DGEBA). The epoxy and amine monomer structures are shown in Fig. 1. The epoxy molecules were cross-linked (cured) with 4–4′ diamino diphenyl sulfone (DDS). Each epoxy monomer has two epoxide (oxirane ring) groups, each with a cross-linking functionality of one towards amine curing agents, for a total functionality of two; each DDS monomer has two amine groups, each with a functionality of two towards epoxy molecules, for a total functionality of four. The typical synthetic epoxy to amine stoichiometric ratio is approximately 2:1 or 33.3 mol% amine. Fig. 2 shows polymer formation driven by the bonding of epoxide group in DGEBA and the amine groups in DDS. During formation of a cross-link, the primary amine group reacts with epoxide group forming a bond between nitrogen of DDS and the terminal carbon of the epoxide group. The carbon–oxygen bond breaks between the terminal carbon and the epoxide oxygen forming an alcohol (–OH) link. The cross-linked structure in Fig. 2(a) can undergo further reaction with another epoxy molecule forming a cross-linked molecular structure (Fig. 2(b)). Epoxies used in industrial prepegs show an actual conversion between 70–95% when measured through Near-Infrared (NIR) Spectroscopy (Wang et al., 2003). The conversion percentage depends on the process conditions, most importantly, the temperature and time of curing.

Many approaches have been recently used to build cross-linked polymer network systems with more than 70% conversion rate for use in molecular dynamics simulations. Most of these approaches involve polymerizing unreacted monomer mixtures over time (multi-step) or all-at-once (one-step). In one-step cross-linking (Yarovsky and Evans, 2002; Rottach et al., 2007), sites are randomly selected and pairs of sites within a capture radius are cross-linked together. One-step methods lead to artificially high network strains. In multi-step cross-linking (Heine et al., 2004; Varshney et al., 2008; Wu and Xu, 2006) all reactive pairs that satisfy a given length criteria are cross-linked. The length criteria increases with each iteration and equilibration and cross-linking are repeated until desired cross-linking density is reached. Although multi-step methods prevent and relieve network strains, these are computationally intensive. Christensen (2007) introduced a new method to
build epoxy networks using a ‘dendrimer’ growth approach. In this approach, the thermoset resin is modeled by starting with a single monomer and then cross-linking a second layer of monomers around it. In the next step, a third layer of monomers are cross-linked to the second layer. In this way, generations (layers) of monomers are added to a seed structure that grows in size at every pass. The principal advantages of the dendrimer growth method are the complete avoidance of artificial network strain during curing and the low computational cost of the growing procedure. Monomers can be manually added to the outermost generation to cross-link unreacted pairs of sites and increase cross-link density.

Materials Studio software (Accelrys Software Inc, 2007) was used to build a dendrimeric structure with 36 amine groups and 71 epoxy groups resulting in a total of 4601 atoms. In the initial dendrimer (see Fig. 3), 75% of available epoxy sites were cross-linked which is representative of many structural epoxies (Wang et al., 2003). Use of a small 4601 atom system was motivated by the fact that all simulations in this work are performed under periodic boundary conditions and the representative epoxy structure provided sufficient complexity needed to capture the amorphous nature of the polymer. The correctness of the representation was further studied (i) by comparing the dilatometric curve predicted by MD with experimental result and (ii) by testing if the structure is isotropic using the full anisotropic elastic stiffness matrix computed from molecular statics. For all simulations presented in this study, CVFF (Consistent Valence Force Field) potential (Dauber-Osguthorpe et al., 1988) was used for bonded as well as non-bonded interactions. This force-field successfully predicted accurate thermodynamic properties of interest for epoxies in a previous study (Varshney et al., 2008).

To model the equilibrated structure, the initial dendrimer structure was first optimized by minimizing the energy of the structure using 10000 iterations of a conjugate gradient (CG) minimizer. Subsequently, molecular dynamics was performed over several annealing cycles. Each annealing cycle involved a NPT (isothermal–isobaric ensemble) simulation at very low temperature (1 K) followed by another NPT run at 600 K (which is above glass transition temperature $T_g \approx 425 – 495$ K for DGEBA/DDS (Tcharkhtchi et al., 2000). These simulations were performed at 1 atm pressure for 10000 steps each (at

![Fig. 2. Epoxy-amine cross linking through reaction of amine group with epoxide group.](image)

![Fig. 3. 3D dendrimer used to build the molecular model of a cross-linked epoxy structure.](image)
1 fs time step). The density was tracked over successive anneal cycles until convergence was seen. A final density of 1.17 g/cc at 1 K and 1 atm pressure was obtained.

Further mechanical tests were performed in the LAMMPS package (Plimpton, 1995) that has methods for imposing realistic boundary conditions. The dendrimer structure in Materials Studio was exported to LAMMPS using the same CVFF potential. A sufficiently large atom-based Lennard-Jones/Coulomb interaction cutoff of 12.5 Å was used in the process. In LAMMPS, the system was subject to NPT simulations at various temperatures to compute the thermal expansion coefficient. The change in cell length with temperature is superposed with experimentally measured dilatometric curve reported in Tcharkhtchi et al. (2000) in Fig. 4 and the data shows good agreement. The linear coefficient of thermal expansion between 223 K to 323 K is measured to be 54.6 μ/K from this figure.

The elastic stiffness tensor of the optimized epoxy structure was then calculated. Computation of elastic properties involved 12 (molecular statics based) mechanical tests (Theodorou and Suter, 1986). These include three tension tests and three compression tests (along x, y and z direction respectively with zero lateral contraction) and six shear tests (xy, yz, xz shear; in both positive and negative directions). The strain increment is taken to be reasonably small (0.001) and CG minimization for 10000 steps is carried out to get equilibrated atomic positions at this strain. In effect, the calculation corresponds to a temperature of 0 K and static loading. The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the epoxy structure are computed as a function of in-plane (x–y plane) loading direction (by rotating the calculated stiffness matrix) and the variation is shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the system has close to isotropic properties with a mean elastic modulus of 4.83 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.33. Elastic modulus decreases with increase in temperature. At room temperature (300 K) and quasi-static loading rates, a peak elastic modulus of 3.76 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.37 have been measured in experiments (Heinz and Wiggins, 2010).

![Fig. 4. The thermal expansion behavior computed using MD calculations are superposed with experimentally measured dilatometric curves reported in Tcharkhtchi et al. (2000).](image)

![Fig. 5. Variation of elastic properties along various directions in the x–y plane. The results show an almost isotropic response.](image)
Subsequently, compression tests were performed on the periodic cell. The strain along x-direction was controlled by adjusting the periodic boundary conditions over time at a specified strain rate. The lateral boundaries follow both periodicity (in the y- and z- directions) and traction-free boundary conditions. To realize traction-free boundary conditions, barostats were used to adjust the pressure along y- and z- directions to 1 atm ambient pressure. Note that the y- and z- pressures were enforced independently (and not coupled together; allowing for anisotropic response). These boundary conditions enable realistic simulation of a compression test. Engineering strain rates were specified along x-direction stepwise in time. In between the strain steps, the system is equilibrated for 1 ps (1000 timesteps). Running time averages over the last 0.5 ps of the equilibration step were used to compute stress at that particular strain value. The resulting stress tensor computed is the negative of the internal pressure tensor, which includes both kinetic energy and virial terms (Frenkel and Smit, 2002). Velocity imposed in the system was about 38 m/s for $10^{10}$ s$^{-1}$ strain rate test which is considerably lower than speed of sound in the solid which is 1834 m/s at 1 K.

3. Results

The results of the $10^{10}$ s$^{-1}$ strain rate test were used to extract the elastic modulus ($E$), Poisson’s ratio ($\nu$) and yield stress at different temperatures ($T$). The elastic properties were extracted by fitting stress–strain data up to a strain of 0.05. The elastic modulus is seen to decrease with increase in temperature as shown in Fig. 6(a) with $E(T) = 8.38 - 0.012T$ linear fit. Poisson’s ratio does not show a strong dependence on temperature with a best fit of $\nu = -0.00010927 + 0.361$ as shown in Fig. 6(b). The elastic modulus increases with increase in strain rate. For example, MD result at the $10^{10}$ s$^{-1}$ strain rate is 7.62 GPa at 1 K compared to 4.83 GPa computed from molecular statics simulation. Poisson’s ratio does not change significantly with strain rate, with a value of 0.33 computed from molecular statics as compared to 0.349 computed at a strain rate of $10^{10}$ s$^{-1}$. The representative results of the compression tests in the form of stress–strain response at $T = 1$ K, 112 K and 301 K are shown in Fig. 7(a). The stress increases initially with strain (in the elastic and anelastic regime) until it reaches a maximum value (at around 10% strain). Subsequently, a steep drop in stress is observed (which is related to the initiation of a molecular defect and is studied later in this paper). As deformation proceeds beyond this point, the stress increases again until another chain defect nucleates and a second steep drop in stress is seen. The defect mechanisms are better visualized in the context of a smaller polymer system considered here. When using a large polymer system, the defect generation process is continuous due to the availability of a larger number of chains where defects can nucleate, and as a result the stress–strain profile is smoother (Jaramillo et al., 2012). The stress value and the corresponding strain at the start of the first steep drop in stress are taken to be the yield stress and yield strain respectively. The variation of yield stress with temperature is shown in Fig. 7(b).

In thermoset epoxies, experiments reveal an Arrhenius form of exponential temperature ($T$) dependence of the strain rate ($\dot{\gamma}$) at constant stress:

$$\dot{\gamma} = \dot{\gamma}_0 \exp \left( \frac{\Delta G^*}{k_B T} \right)$$

Here, $\dot{\gamma}_0$ is a pre-exponential factor (taken to be $10^{13}$ s$^{-1}$ (Lee, 1988)), $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant and $\Delta G^*$ is the critical free energy of activation of the molecular mechanism of yielding. In the theory proposed by Argon (1975), a molecular mechanism of yielding by formation of a pair of molecular kinks is considered. The local deformation process is shown in Fig. 8(a) in

![Graph](https://example.com/fig6.png)

**Fig. 6.** Variation of (a) Elastic Modulus and (b) Poisson’s ratio with temperature as measured from MD calculations at a strain rate of $10^{10}$ s$^{-1}$.
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which a flexible chain kinks by rotating an angle \( \omega \) at two centers of rotation located a distance \( z \) apart. The displacement field of the kink can be found by modeling two wedge disclination loops extending over the molecular diameter (\( d = 2r \)) and located at the two centers of rotation.\(^1\) The elastic displacement and stress field of a double wedge disclination was first solved by Li and Gilman (1970). The surrounding molecules that oppose kink formation were modeled as an elastic continuum with bulk isotropic properties of the epoxy structure. Using this approach, the change in free enthalpy of the polymer due to creation of a single double wedge disclination can be obtained as:

\[
DG = \frac{3\pi\mu\omega^2r^3}{16(1-v)} - \frac{9\pi\mu\omega^2r^3}{8(1-v)} \left( \frac{r}{Z} \right)^5 - \frac{\pi\mu\omega^2r^3}{\mu r} \frac{\tau}{Z} \frac{Z}{r}.
\]  

Here, \( v \) is the Poisson’s ratio and \( \mu = \frac{E}{2(1+v)} \) is the shear modulus. The first term gives the self-energies of the two kinks and the second term gives the interaction energy of the kinks and are taken from the work of Li and Gilman (1970). The third term gives the work done by the external stresses during production of the pair of kinks. To obtain this term, the strain produced by a double kink along the \( z \)-direction is found by scaling the strain of the double kink \( (1 - \cos(\omega)) \) with the volume fraction of the double kink \( (\pi^2r^2) \) where \( V \) is the volume of the polymer. The energy is then approximated as \( W = \frac{\pi^2r^2}{2} (1 - \cos(\omega)) \sigma_{zz} V \approx \pi^2r^2 \omega^2 \sigma_{zz} \) for \( \omega < 1 \). Comparing with Eq. (2), the stress \( \tau \) in the last term of Eq. (2) is the maximum shear stress during uniaxial compression \( \tau = \frac{\sigma_{zz}}{\sqrt{3}} \).

\(^1\) A wedge disclination loop involves a wedge-like cut at one side of the cross section and insertion of the wedge on the other side of the cut as shown in Fig. 8(b).
For the kinking to nucleate under an applied load, a critical configuration with length \( z \) and angle \( \omega \) can be identified that maximizes \( \Delta G \). Argon argued that angle \( \omega \) coordinate is related to intra-molecular energies while yielding is primarily governed by the inter-molecular energies, described by \( z \) coordinate. Thus, the saddle-point was obtained by differentiating the free enthalpy only with respect to \( z \) while keeping \( \omega \) constant. It is found that the maxima of \( \Delta G \) is obtained when:

\[
z_r = \left( \frac{45}{8(1 - v)} \frac{\mu}{T} \right)^{1/6}
\]  

(3)

The critical free enthalpy corresponding to this configuration is (substituting \( z_r \) from Eq. (3) in Eq. (2)):

\[
\Delta G^* = \frac{3\pi \mu \omega^2 \rho^3}{16(1 - v)} \left[ 1 - 8.5(1 - v)^{5/6} \left( \frac{T}{R} \right)^{5/6} \right]
\]  

(4)

Substituting the expression of \( \Delta G^* \) in the Arrhenius form (Eq. (1)) and and rewriting terms, the critical stress is obtained as:

\[
\tau = 0.077 \left[ 1 - \frac{16(1 - v)kT}{3\pi \mu \omega^2 \rho^3} \ln(z_r/\gamma) \right]^{6/5}
\]  

(5)

Argon theory presents a compelling molecular mechanism for yielding in epoxy resins and has been verified experimentally in the past but so far no comparisons have been made using molecular dynamics. The critical ratio \( z_r \) was computed by using Poisson’s ratio, yield stress and shear modulus data obtained from molecular dynamics simulations (shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7) in Eq. (3). The variation of \( z_r \) with temperature is plotted in Fig. 9 and the results show only a weak dependence on temperature. This is because the ratio \( \sigma_{zz}/\mu \) is practically unchanged with temperature as illustrated in Fig. 10(a). Since activation of kinks is related to yielding, the yield strain is also expected to have a weak sensitivity to temperature changes. Molecular dynamics data is used to illustrate the relationship between yield strain and temperature in Fig. 10(b). In addition, at \( T = 0 \) K, Eq. (5) also indicates that the yield strain approximated as \( z_r = 0.077 \) does not show a strong dependence on strain rate. These ideas motivate the application of ‘strain-invariant’ failure theories of Gosse and Christensen (2001) that relates the failure point with a critical strain measure (either dilatational or deviatoric) rather than a critical stress measure.

We performed molecular simulations at a low temperature of 1 K to suppress thermal oscillations and allow measurement of critical quantities \( (z, \omega) \) more accurately. Simulations were performed at a strain rate of \( 10^{10} \text{s}^{-1} \) up to a compressive strain of 20\% along \( x \)-direction. Molecular trajectories from LAMMPS was transferred to Materials Studio software for visualization. It is observed that kinking (or wedge disclinations) indeed occurs as proposed by Argon (as shown in Fig. 11). It is seen that yielding proceeds through several localized kinking processes. The location of the first steep drop in stress value in the stress-strain curve (shown in Fig. 7(a)) is related to initiation of the first molecular kink (as observed by careful visualization of all 107 monomeric subunits). As deformation proceeds beyond this point, the stress initially increases until another chain starts to kink, a second steep drop in stress is seen and then the process repeats again. At the continuum level, the kinking of several millions of polymer chains are cumulatively expected at the critical strain value and the yielding transition macroscopically appears to be smooth. In this context, we refer to MD simulations of amorphous polymers (work

\[
y = -4.0291e-005x + 2.0688
\]  

Fig. 9. Variation of kink segment length (z) with temperature using data from MD simulations in Argon theory.
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of Argon et al. (1992) and references therein) where similar stress drop events were noted. These stress drop events were unambiguously identified as irreversible unit plastic relaxations since unloading did not reverse the drop in stresses. These simulations were carried out using a single packed polymer chain in which cooperative motion of several chains was seen. In the present simulation, however, such cooperative flow is restricted due to the presence of cross-links and the deformation mechanism is seen to be more localized.

The deformation mechanism corresponding to the first steep drop was isolated and visualized (in more detail) as a function of strain in Fig. 12. Here, carbon atoms are colored grey, oxygen is colored red, nitrogen is colored blue, sulfur is colored yellow while hydrogen atoms are not illustrated. The epoxy monomer is seen to undergo a kinking process that initiates at a strain of 10% and a stabilized kink configuration is seen at a strain of 12%. There is little change in the kink configuration after this strain level is reached.

In theory described above, the kinking segment is approximated an elastic cylinder of radius $r$. From the molecular simulation at 1 K, the radius of the chain undergoing kinking was found by measuring the distances of atoms in the kinking segment to the closest atoms in adjacent chains and an average radius of $r = 3.93\text{Å}$ was calculated. Taking into account the

---

2 For interpretation of color in Fig. 13, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.
thermal expansion ($\alpha = 55 \times 10^{-6}/\text{K}$), the radius is expected to increase with temperature as $r = 3.93(1 + \alpha \Delta T)$ to a value of 4.0 Å at 300 K. This compares well with the molecular radius found in Ref. Lee (1988) in the range of 4.10–4.69 Å through calibration with experimental stress–strain curves at quasi-static loading rates.

**Fig. 12.** Visualization of the kinking process in a representative chain in more detail as a function of strain. The key parameters ($z$ and apex angle) in the kinking chain are also indicated in each snapshot.
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Bond torsion analysis was performed to identify the centers of rotation of the wedge disclination. The torsion angles for various bonds in the epoxy chain were computed as a function of strain and are plotted in Fig. 13(b). Bonds ‘4’ and ‘11’ are seen to undergo large rotations compared to other atoms to the left and right respectively. For example, C-C bond ‘12’ shows a 14 degrees rotation followed by a ~75.5° rotation of the C-C bond ‘11’. Similarly, it is seen that the C–N bond ‘3’ undergoes a rotation ~38°, while the C–C bond ‘4’ shows a large rotation of ~83.83° at the same strain level. Based on these observations, the center of rotations were fixed on carbon atoms (named C1 and C2) attached to bonds undergoing significant rotations, namely (3,4) and (11,12) in Fig. 13(a). The kink angle ω was measured from the initial (16° at 0% strain) and final (52.78° at 12% strain) values of bond angle between atoms C3, C1 and C2 atoms giving a kink angle of ω = 36.78° (shown in Fig. 13(a)). From the stress–strain response shown in Fig. 13(c), the critical strain at which the steep drop in stress occurs is measured to be about 11%. A large jump in the distance between C1 and C2 atoms is also seen to occur at 11% strain corresponding to a kink distance of z = 8.365 Å. From Fig. 13(c), the maximum torsion angle for the bonds attached to C1 and C2 is seen to occur at 12% strain corresponding to a C1-C2 distance of z = 7.938 Å (C1-C2 distances are shown in Fig. 12). The critical length calculated from Argon theory (by using the elastic modulus and yield stress computed from molecular simulation in Eq. (3)) is z = 7.984 Å at T = 1 K which is close to that seen in the MD simulations. Also, it is seen that the Argon theory prediction is close to a linear fit for this data (although Eq. (5) indicates a 6/5 power law).

The activation process for the kinking defect can be considered to be of the form shown in Fig. 14. When a strain γ is applied to a sample, the system will achieve a new position of stable equilibrium S where the local slope, \( \frac{1}{\gamma} \frac{\partial F}{\partial \gamma} \), is equal to the applied strain \( \gamma \). If the system can be supplied with an energy fluctuation \( \Delta G_f \) (supplying an extra stress \( \Delta \sigma_f \)) it will reach

---

**Fig. 13.** (A) The initial and final configuration of a segment of a chain that undergoes kinking; (B) Change in torsion angles of bonds numbered in (A) as a function of strain; (C) The strain window over which large changes in torsion angles is seen.
another point \( U \) on the contour with the same slope (strain) where the system is in unstable equilibrium. Any further increase in stress will relax the system to a new stable equilibrium configuration given by \( S_0 \). This final configuration has the same strain level but the system has a much lower stress with a stress decrement of \( D \) as seen in the stress–strain curves shown previously. The activation energy \( \Delta G \) for this process can be inferred from Fig. 14 as:

\[
\Delta G = \left( \frac{D F_u}{C_0} - \frac{D F_s}{C_0} \right) V
\]

We carried out a nudged elastic band (NEB) calculation of the kinking segment to compute the energy barrier. NEB was used to find the height of the energy barrier associated with the kinking process. An initial kink state and a final kink state were taken at a strain level of 10.61% and 11.11% respectively from the results of the MD calculation shown in Fig. 13(c). A set of 11 replicas between the initial and final kink states were created through interpolation of atomic coordinates. In a NEB calculation, each atom in a replica is connected to the same atom in adjacent replicas by springs, which induce inter-replica forces. NEB was performed in two stages. In the first stage of NEB, the set of replicas are allowed to converge toward the minimum energy path (MEP) of conformational states that transition over the barrier. In the second stage of NEB, the replica with the highest energy is selected and the inter-replica forces on it are converted to a force that drives its atom coordinates to the top or saddle point of the barrier, via the barrier-climbing calculation described in Henkelman et al. (2000) and implemented in LAMMPS package. The segment of the molecule between atoms marked \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) in Fig. 13(a) is taken to be kinking segment. The atoms around this critical segment are not connected by springs across replicas, and only provide a background force field during the NEB procedure. When both stages are complete, the potential energies for the set of replicas represents the energy profile of the barrier along the MEP.

Fig. 15 shows the energy profile for the critical segment plotted with potential energy in the y-axis and the normalized reaction coordinate in the x-axis. The reaction coordinate for each replica is the norm of distances between its atoms and the preceding replica’s atoms, added to the reaction coordinate of the preceding replica. The x-axis denotes the value after normalizing with the reaction coordinate of the final replica. At 1 K, the change in potential energy will be approximately equal to mechanically induced energy increment \( \Delta \sigma V \) due to negligible thermal fluctuation. Using the energetics from the NEB calculation, it is possible to predict the jump in stresses during activation of the kink at low temperatures:

\[
\Delta \sigma = \frac{(\Delta F_u - \Delta F_s)}{V}
\]

The critical change in potential energy (energy difference between reaction coordinate 0.3 and 0.4) is observed to be 2.49E−19 J from Fig. 15. Using the volume of the unit cell \( a^3 \) with \( a = 38 \) Å and the strain (\( \gamma = 0.1091 \)) around which the drop in stress is seen, the corresponding change in stress can be predicted using Eq. (7). The value found based on this approach was 41.7 MPa which is within the observed drop of 42.5 MPa seen from the stress–strain curve in Fig. 13(c).

Argon theory excludes twist disclinations (torsions) in the analysis of critical energy. Although bond torsions have been proposed as mechanisms for yielding in non-cross-linked systems such as polyethylene using MD simulations (in tensile mode simulation of Yashiro et al. (2003)), kink mechanism (Argon theory) is seen to agree well with experimentally observed compressive yield strengths of several cross-linked systems (Lee, 1988). A visualization of atomic trajectories during compression of epoxy shows continuous torsion of several segments of epoxy molecule during deformation even before the sud-
den drop in stresses in seen. In order to better present the effect of torsion, we have provided in Fig. 16 a plot of energy contribution from bond torsions as computed during the MD simulation in Fig. 13(c). Here, it is seen that torsional energies continuously increase during loading, even within the linear portion of the stress strain response. In addition, there are no significant changes in bond torsion energies in the strain window within which the critical drop in stresses was observed. Although, it is obvious that bond torsions are indeed a source of plastic deformation (Yashiro et al., 2003), the sudden large drop in stresses seen in the stress strain curve cannot be predicted from the observed torsion energy changes. Nudged elastic band approach describes the stress drop quite well from the point of view of the energetics of the kink mechanism. Further, the observed value of critical segment length is in close agreement with Argon theory which is based on kink disclination mechanism. In addition, Argon theory provides good agreement with experimentally observed yield strength in several epoxy systems (Lee, 1988). These observations indicate that kink mechanism is indeed the reason behind the large drop in stresses seen in the MD simulations.

While Argon theory has been successfully compared with experiments using fitted parameters in many previous works (Lee, 1988; Yamini and Young, 1980; Cook et al., 1998), this is the first attempt at measuring these parameters quantitatively from MD simulations. We used these parameters to calculate the relationship between yield stress and temperature pre-
predicted by Argon theory. The elastic properties (Poisson’s ratio and elastic modulus at $T = 1 \text{ K}$) are taken from Fig. 6 and used in Eq. (5) to extract the yield stresses. The Argon theory prediction shown in Fig. 17 show good correlation with yield stresses computed from MD calculations.

While this work demonstrates the approach to identify geometrical parameters at high strain rates, it is computationally difficult to extract these values in quasi-static regimes. At small strain rates, the molecules have sufficient time to rearrange and relax which changes the kink and torsion angles to a value different from those measured at high strain rates. However, experiments in Ref. Behzadi and Jones (2005) reveal that the slope of yield stress versus temperature curve in epoxy resins is approximately the same at different strain rates. The slope obtained from MD simulations at a high strain rate is $-9.417 \times 10^{-4} \text{ GPa/K}$ as seen from Fig. 7(b). If the slope were unchanged at quasi-static rates, the yield stress is expected to approximately follow a linear fit $\sigma_{yz} = \sigma_{yz}^0 - 9.417 \times 10^{-4} T$ where $\sigma_{yz}^0$ is the yield stress at quasi-static rate and $T = 0 \text{ K}$. Argon theory provides an avenue for extracting the value of $\sigma_{yz}^0$ using data from molecular statics simulation. The elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio from molecular statics results were $E = 4.83 \text{ GPa}$ and $\nu = 0.33$ (Fig. 5), using which Argon theory gives a theoretical yield stress of $\sigma_{yz}^0 = 2\frac{E}{1-\nu} \mu = 0.4174 \text{ GPa}$. The procedure results in a prediction of 0.135 GPa yield stress at quasi-static rates and room temperature ($T = 300 \text{ K}$). This is very close to the experimental yield stress of 0.138 GPa reported in recent experiments (Heinz and Wiggins, 2010) (with loading rate of $8.33 \times 10^{-4} \text{ s}^{-1}$) as shown in Fig. 17(b). The steps needed for extraction of yield stresses under quasi static loading conditions from high strain rate MD simulations in the context of Argon theory is summarized here: (i) A linear fit for yield stress versus temperature is computed from the high rate MD simulation and the slope is computed (which is same as the slope at quasi-static rates based on experiments in Ref. Behzadi and Jones (2005)); (ii) Using Argon Theory (Eq. (5)) and and elastic properties from molecular statics simulation, the intercept (yield stress at 0 K) is estimated. (iii) The yield stress at different temperatures can be extracted through a linear fit based on the slope and intercept computed from steps (i) and (ii) respectively. The ability to predict quasi-static behavior at non-zero temperatures using Argon theory and MD simulations is especially attractive in the context of performing computational materials design even before synthesis of the polymer.

We emphasize that double kink mechanism can be clearly identified from MD simulations only at low temperatures (1 K) when thermal motions are absent. As shown in Fig. 7(a), the plastic response is smoother at higher temperature without much of the sharp stress drop as a result of thermal penetration of activation energy barriers. At higher temperatures, the stress drop occurs over a larger range of strains over which multiple mechanisms including kinking, twisting of chains and localized shear may become active. Thus, further study is needed to clarify the role of the kink mechanism (Argon theory) at moderate temperatures and high strain rates.

4. Conclusions

Plastic deformation in DGEBA/DDS cross-linked epoxy in low temperature glassy state has been studied using molecular dynamics simulations. The molecular model was built using the dendrimer approach and a representative epoxy structure was built by subjecting the structure to several thermal annealing cycles. The optimized epoxy structure successfully reproduced the experimental dilatometric curves reported in literature. Subsequently, realistic compression tests were performed under periodic boundary conditions to understand the molecular mechanisms of yielding in cross-linked epoxies. At low temperatures, a steep drop in stresses at the yield point was attributed to the activation of a wedge disclination (kinking) in the epoxy chain. For the first time in literature, both the chemistry and geometry (critical length, angles, bond torsions)
of the critical segment that underway the kinking process have been measured. Argon theory, which is based on an elastic model of a wedge disclination, gives a critical kinking segment length that agrees well with molecular simulations. The yield stress versus temperature predictions of Argon theory were directly compared with molecular simulation results and show good correlation. Argon theory is investigated as an option for extracting mechanical response at quasi-static strain rates from high strain rate molecular simulations. By combining the theoretical yield stress at $T = 0$ K predicted by Argon theory and the slope of yield stress versus temperature seen from high rate molecular simulations, an yield stress of 0.135 GPa is estimated at 300 K and quasi-static loading rate. The result is very close to the experimental yield stress of 0.138 GPa reported in recent experiments (Heinz and Wiggins, 2010). The results indicate tremendous promise of molecular simulations for the purpose of computing engineering properties and for future development of rigorous, physically-based constitutive models (Anand et al., 2009; Ames et al., 2009) for epoxies. The approach will be extended towards study of emerging nanocomposites where defect mechanisms such as disclinations may be modified or affected by the presence of nano-reinforcements such as functionalized nanotubes (Yang et al., 2013).
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